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F ederation University Australia acknowledges
the Traditional Custodians of the lands and waters
where our campuses, centres and field stations
are located and we pay our respects to Elders past
and present. We extend this respect to all Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander and First Nations Peoples.
T he Aboriginal Traditional Custodians of the lands
and waters where our campuses, centres and
field stations are located include:

Ballarat

Wadawurrung

Berwick

Boon Wurrung and Wurundjeri

Brisbane

Turrbal and Jagera

Gippsland
Nanya Station
Wimmera

Gunai Kurnai
Mutthi Mutthi and Barkindji
Wotjobaluk, Jaadwa, Jadawadjali, Wergaia, Jupagulk
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FOREWORD

As we enter the 150th year in the history 
of Federation University Australia, what strikes us
is the passion that our people have for the history
of the University, across all our campuses.

This passion flows into the beautiful memories collected in this commemoration, with particular care
paid by the Geoffrey Blainey Research Centre and the Gippsland and Regional Studies Collection, to ensure
that they are there to discover for many generations to come.
The prosperity of the gold rush era was the foundation on which our institution was established - formed
and shaped to meet a local need for more sophisticated mining techniques. We continue this history today,
working with the mining industry and undertaking world-class research into mine rehabilitation.
Following the University’s establishment in 1870, we have continued to respond to the needs of the
community as centres for industrial and technical education in our regions. We trained our regional nurses,
taught our children and expanded beyond the early focus on science and engineering, and health and education,
to other disciplines including business and accounting, the arts and design, life and sports sciences and more.
We are embedded in our schools, our hospitals, our workshops, laboratories, theatres, clinics and future
industries. Our graduates deliver real transformations in our economies and communities.
We have enhanced these communities, by keeping the knowledge and specialisation that our students
develop to benefit and serve these same communities.
As the third oldest education provider in Australia, the Federation University of today has that same purpose –
that of a modern, progressive university providing high-quality, vocational and higher education.
From humble beginnings our network now extends across Victoria – from Ballarat, Berwick, Gippsland
and the Wimmera – to our campus in Brisbane, which focuses on education for international students.
We also offer our programs through partner providers across Australian capital cities and have overseas
partnerships in China, Hong Kong, Malaysia and the United Kingdom.
The Federation University of today has a truly diverse community of around 20,000 students, with half of
these coming from 35 different countries. Our alumni community is 112,000 strong and contributes, with our
staff and community, to the Federation Foundation, providing financial support and scholarships to our students.
As the number one University in Australia for first-generation student enrolments and for social equity,
we support students from all walks of life to receive a quality education. The Good Universities Guide rates
us number one in Australia for first-generation student enrolments and post-graduate teaching quality and
across Victoria we are ranked number one in 11 other categories including starting salaries and full-time work
for our graduates, social equity, teaching quality, learner engagement, support, skills and overall experience.
Our research is world class, achieving the highest rating from Australia’s national research framework,
Excellence in Research for Australia, in seven research areas including nursing, human movement and sports
science, environmental sciences, applied mathematics, clinical sciences, civil engineering, and environmental
science and management.
What an envious position to be in, in our 150th year. It is wonderful to have such an historical record
that interconnects the stories from all of our campuses and focuses them forward to a bigger and brighter
Federation University future.
MR TERRY MORAN, AC
CHANCELLOR
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PROFESSOR DUNCAN BENTLEY
VICE-CHANCELLOR AND PRESIDENT
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TIMELINE OF UNIVERSITY HISTORY

1870 The School of Mines Ballarat (SMB)

1880

1888

Ballarat Base Hospital
School of Nursing

1887 - 1894

Affiliated with University of Melbourne

1890

1882

Stawell School of Design

1889

Stawell School of Mines
1891

Horsham Working Men’s College

1922

Technical division closed down

1900

1907

1913

1926 - 1931

Ballarat Technical Art School
a division of SMB

1910

Ballarat Junior Technical School
Opened under control of SMB Council
Boys 1913 - 1976 | Girls 1951 - 1962

1916

Stawell Junior Technical School

1926

Stawell Technical School

1920

Ballarat Teachers’ College

1928

Yallourn Technical School

1958

Yallourn Technical College

1968

Gippsland Institute of Advanced Education

1990

Monash University College, Gippsland

1993

Monash University, Gippsland

1930

1940

1946

Ballarat Teachers’ College
1950

1958

Horsham Technical School

1960

1967 - 1976
Ballarat Institute of Advanced Education
1973 - 1975

State College of Victoria, Ballarat
1976

SMB’s three divisions given distinguishing internal names
Ballarat Technical School

1969

1970

Ararat Technical School

Ballarat School of Industries

merger
Ballarat College of Advanced Education

1976 - 1998

The School of Mines and Industries,
Ballarat (SMB) TAFE

1980
merger
1984

1987

Transfer of nursing to Higher Education sector

Affiliated with University of Melbourne

1990

Ballarat University College

Created under sponsorship of
University of Melbourne for five years

1994

University of Ballarat (UB)

I N T E R N ATI ON A L PA RTN E RS
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2001

Shenzhen Polytechnic (SZPT)

2005

SINO Institute of Continuing Education

2010

Shaoguan University (SGU)

2014

International Islamic College (IIC)

2015

Hebei University of Science and Technology (HUST)

2015

Zhejiang University of Technology (ZUT)

AUS T RAL IAN PA RTNER S

2000

International Institute of Business
& Information Technology (IIBIT)

2000

Melbourne Institute of Technology (MIT)

2004

Australian Technical & Management College (ATMC)

Wimmera Institute of TAFE

1990

1994

MoU signed between SMB and
Ararat Technical School

1998

TAFE component added to make
University of Ballarat dual sector

1994

Monash University, Berwick

2000

2010
2014

TAFE Queensland

2014 FEDERATION UNIVERSITY AUSTRALIA

2017

Federation University Australia, Berwick

2018

Federation University Australia, Brisbane
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FEDERATION UNIVERSIT Y AUSTRALIA

S

urveying the one hundred and fifty year-history of Federation University
Australia requires a wide lens. Perhaps the more appropriate analogy
is to view such an exercise as a metallurgical assay – one that reveals a rich,
fascinating, and sometimes surprising composite of different elements.
As the timeline featured on the previous pages shows, the University
comprises many parts, partnerships, and branches – layers that have overlapped
since the formation of The School of Mines Ballarat in 1870. From this foundation,
the institution has emerged in multiple forms, and under multiple names, to
educate generations of engineers, nurses, and teachers. Not to mention, in more
recent years, games designers, sports and exercise scientists, craft beer brewers,
and other professional occupations inconceivable to the University’s founders
in the late 19th century.
Today, Federation University Australia’s footprint stretches around the
world, thanks to key partnerships established domestically, and with institutions
in China, Malaysia, and India. But the story starts with a meeting of the Ballarat
Mining Board, in 1869, and a pressing need for innovation.
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BEGINNINGS

T

he motto of The School of Mines Ballarat (SMB) is revealing. ‘Ingenio effodere opes’ translates from
Latin as ‘With skill to dig out wealth’. A suitably pragmatic slogan for a teaching institution serving a city
that was riding high on its rivers of gold. But by the 1860s, the Victorian goldfields had experienced rapid
technological transformation. As the Jubilee Booklet published in 1920 to celebrate the fifty-year
anniversary of the SMB put it:
The day of the cradle and the tin dish had already passed into an antiquity...Mining had become a serious business,
and the mining engineer, the metallurgist, and the geologist had become a power in the land (The Ballarat School
of Mines and Industries, 1920, page 4).

In 1869, the Ballarat Mining Board resolved that more mine managers, trained in the emerging
scientific methods of the day, were needed to bolster and grow the industry. The SMB’s draft constitution
was adopted on 15 January 1870. Sir Redmond Barry, a Supreme Court judge and Chancellor of the
University of Melbourne, was appointed President of the provisional council. Sir Redmond made his
vision for the school clear when he delivered the inaugural address on 26 October 1870:
The school will impart instruction in the various branches of science relating to mining, the theory and practice
of mining, mine management, surveying and mining engineering...It is proposed as soon as possible to extend
the operation of the school so as to impart instruction in those branches of technical science, which may be
considered most likely to exert a beneficial influence upon the prosperity of Victoria (Haynes, 2000, page 28).

Trustees had secured a fifteen-year lease of the Circuit Court House in Lydiard Street and the
surrounding envelope of land, comprising half a hectare, for the princely sum of one shilling per annum.
From the very beginning, the SMB was intertwined with key institutions in the city – its buildings would
eventually incorporate remnants of the former Ballarat Gaol, and what was then the Wesleyan Church
(the Uniting Church today). It was a modest start. With just five students in attendance, classes in surveying,
mathematics, and chemistry began on 23 January 1871. The library contained a mere one hundred and
six volumes, many of them donated by leading Scottish geologist Sir Roderick Murchison of the Royal
School of Mines in London.
The early leadership team, like their counterparts today, understood the need to diversify offerings,
and engage greater numbers of prospective students. By 1875, new cohorts, including SMB’s first female
students, were learning the Morse recording system and on their way to becoming qualified telegraphists.
The pharmacy program commenced in 1879 and quickly earned respect within the profession. In 1896, SMB
conferred the first Australian professional diploma of any kind – a diploma in metallurgy, to Charles Burbury.
The education of the region’s health workforce came into focus with the establishment of the Ballarat Base
Hospital School of Nursing in 1888. Within twenty years of the SMB opening, junior classes in science were
on offer, eventually leading to the creation of the Ballarat Junior Technical School in 1913.
Our assay of SMB’s early history yields rich trace elements. We can see the creation of specialised
teaching institutions to serve different professions and markets. These were the pillars upon which, many
years later, Federation University Australia would emerge. For a brief period from 1887, SMB was affiliated
with the University of Melbourne. Although the parties could not agree on terms, ending the partnership
in 1894, they established an important precedent. One hundred years after that initial union, the two
institutions aligned again with the establishment of the University of Ballarat in 1994.
Commemorating the one hundred and forty year-history of the SMB in 2010, University of Ballarat
Vice-Chancellor Professor David Battersby captured its enduring contributions in this way:
Ultimately, SMB belongs to all of us, not just the university. It is Australia’s third oldest tertiary institution,
it is the true birthplace of technical and further education in Australia, and it is just an essential part of Ballarat
and the wider region (The 140th Anniversary of the School of Mines and Industries, Ballarat, 2010, page 3).
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BEGINNINGS

“The day of the cradle and the tin dish had already passed into an antiquity...
Mining had become a serious business, and the mining engineer,
the metallurgist, and the geologist had become a power in the land.”
SMB JUBILEE BOOKLET 1920

Members of SMB Mining class visiting
New Normanby Mine, Ballarat, 1889
Geology (Geoscience) students at
Black Star Open Cut in Mount Isa, c.2006
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From the very beginning, the SMB was intertwined with key institutions in the city
– its buildings would eventually incorporate remnants of the former Ballarat Gaol,
and what was then the Wesleyan Church (the Uniting Church today).

Aerial view of the Ballarat School of Mines Campus (SMB)
after the completion of the Brewery Building, 2012

Lydiard Street, Ballarat. On the right is the original courthouse,
demolished c.1912 for the Technical Art School
Engineering Workshops, c.1906
Chemical School, Technical Art School, and Main Buildings in the background
Gates of the Ballarat Gaol, c.1970
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Building Y, Mt Helen Campus, 2020
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BEGINNINGS

Analytical Laboratory, c.1905
At the beginning of the 20th Century, the Ballarat School
of Mines had an international reputation. It is thought that
this photograph was originally taken by the New South
Wales Mines Department during a visit to Victoria.
Science Laboratory, Berwick Campus, 2019
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Science Laboratory, Building Y
Mt Helen Campus, 2019
School of Mines and Industries
Assaying Laboratory, 1934
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Conducting pioneer X-rays at the Ballarat
School of Mines in 1896. Seated on the left
is John Waters Sutherland.
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The early leadership team, like their counterparts
today, understood the need to diversify offerings,
and engage greater numbers of prospective students.
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“The school will impart instruction in the various branches of science
relating to mining, the theory and practice of mining, mine management,
surveying and mining engineering...It is proposed as soon as possible
to extend the operation of the school so as to impart instruction in those
branches of technical science, which may be considered most likely to exert
a beneficial influence upon the prosperity of Victoria.”
S I R R E D M O N D B A R RY, I N A U G U R A L A D D R E S S 2 6 O C TO B E R 1 8 7 0
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Surveying students ‘in the field’, c.1900, c.1970 and 2017
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University of Ballarat, Virtual Reality Lab, 2010
School of Mines and Industries: Electrical Engineering, 1934
A woman in SMB uniform stands behind an ICL computer, 1969
Ballarat College of Advanced Education: Engineering Student, c.1980s
University of Ballarat, Engineering Student, 2005
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Dr. Stephen Carey’s fossil trackways field work
research in the Victorian Volcanic Plains, (silicone
moulding application), April 2008
Geology excursion to Bacchus Marsh Victoria, 1899
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“Ultimately, SMB belongs to all of us, not just the university.
It is Australia’s third oldest tertiary institution, it is the true
birthplace of technical and further education in Australia,
and it is just an essential part of Ballarat and the wider region”
P R O F E S S O R DAV I D B AT T E R S BY, 14 0 Y E A R - H I S TO RY O F T H E S M B 2 0 1 0

Davey Paxman Experimental Steam Engine, built for the
Ballarat School of Mines (one of two in the world), c.1930
School of Science, Engineering and Information Technology,
Gippsland Campus, 2019
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Horticulture students, Horsham Campus, 2019
George Porter Day and students in the SMB Botanical Gardens.
A pratical Botany, Chemistry or Materia Medica lesson, or Ballarat
Field Naturalists activity, c.1887
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The education of the region’s health workforce
came into focus with the establishment of the
Ballarat Base Hospital School of Nursing in 1888.

Class April 1954
Members of the new preliminary training school
for nurses at the Ballarat Base Hospital, having one
of their first essential lessons --- in bed making.
Nursing, Midwifery, Paramedicine and Health Sciences,
Berwick Campus, 2019
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Switchback Gallery, Gippsland Campus, 2019
The Black Hole Show, an exhibition by Anthea Williams
Drawing from the Antique, 1920
Students of the Ballarat School of Mines Technical Art,
drawing from plaster models of human bodies.
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TRANSFORMATIONS

I

f the foundations of Federation University Australia were laid in 1870, the expansions that came almost
a century later in 1967 marked the most significant to date. But in the intervening period, the University
first had to withstand the effects and the inescapable change wrought by two successive World Wars.
In his introduction to By Degrees – An Illustrated History of the University of Ballarat, historian
Weston Bate OAM notes that the SMB found itself in trouble as World War I approached:
In 1912, its independence was threatened. Buildings and equipment deteriorated and morale suffered.
In 1914, SMB had very few mining students. If Ballarat’s prized institution was to survive, it needed
to diversify, and if Ballarat were to maintain a reservoir of skills, more general courses would have to
be provided (Haynes, 2000, page 7).

As it turned out, this time of great unrest galvanised a new spirit of innovation and encouraged
new enrolments. By 1916, nine diploma courses were on offer, including the three foundation programs
(mining engineering, metallurgy, and geology). An SMB advertisement published that year in the Ballarat
Star reflected the wartime need for more skilled workers in its headline: ‘TECHNICAL TRAINING/
AUSTRALIA’S URGENT NEED’. The copywriting cut to the institution’s unique selling proposition:
‘Our organisation is complete. Our instructors are specialists. Our equipment is the best.’
By the end of World War I, more than four hundred SMB students were listed on the War Honor Roll.
Unsurprisingly, a large proportion were attached to branches of the Australian Imperial Force like the first
Australian Mining Corps where their technical training was put to good use. In the four years following
the War, more than four hundred returned soldiers graduated from SMB, funded by a Commonwealth
repatriation scheme for returned servicemen.
As the SMB began to diversify its offerings, its student body changed too. By 1927, the total SMB
enrolment comprised 490 men and 346 women. The large number of female students was thanks
to a decision in 1907 by the Victorian Government to incorporate two existing Ballarat art schools
into the SMB – becoming the Ballarat Technical Art School. With their knowledge of design and drawing,
art students were able to make important and valued contributions to manufacturing processes.
Arts courses available at the time included: advertising, photography, fashion plate drawing, woodcarving,
and needlework. Proudly, the Ballarat Technical Art School would lay the foundation for what is now
the longest continually operating tertiary art school in Australia. The school has undertaken many
important commissions over the years, including illustrations for the Education Department’s Record
of War Service Victoria 1914-1919.
Following the Great Depression and the significant challenges it brought for technical education
institutions in the 1930s, the commencement of the Second World War reignited the need for skilled
tradespeople. While classes continued during World War II, students and instructors alike co-existed in
an ever-present state of alert. The Japanese were expected to attack at any time. A black and white
photograph from 1945 shows uniformed Ballarat Junior Technical School students standing in trenches
dug in the school grounds as they participated in an air drill. Post-World War II, SMB enrolments grew
significantly once again – increasing from 1517 students in 1945 to 1835 students a year later.
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On January 1, 1994, 124 years after the founding of the SMB, the University of Ballarat was proclaimed.
The appointment of famed Australian historian Professor Geoffrey Blainey as inaugural Chancellor made
clear that the nation’s newest university would always be mindful of the past. In 1995, the University
hosted a major national conference to explore how the states had acted to embrace Federation one
hundred years before. In 1998, the University became a dual-sector institution, incorporating the Wimmera
Institute of TAFE (itself formed by the merger of earlier training institutions in Horsham and Stawell).
The incorporation of SMB’s rich history had come full circle.
A case study that encapsulates how Federation University Australia combined SMB’s pedigree of
technical training with modern research and close engagement with industry is its acclaimed brewing
program, which commenced in 1968. The Australian International Beer Awards, the world’s largest annual
brewing competition, was established by the BCAE in 1987. In 1997, Prime Minister John Howard officiated
the opening of a revitalised Brewery Complex, bubbling with its own history. The site in Lydiard Street was
formerly home to the Ballarat Brewery. It had been sold in 1958 to Carlton and United Breweries, and later
closed by that company in 1989. The SMB bought the facility in 1994. Most of the buildings were demolished,
but special structures and features were preserved, including the original brewery chimney and two boilers.

Sketch plan, Mt Helen Campus, c.1960‘s

A century of change had already significantly transformed the SMB and its multiple components
when, in 1967, several defining strategic decisions were taken. After multiple frustrated attempts throughout
its history, the School secured an impressive space for a new, additional campus – 241 acres of land at
Mt Helen, just ten kilometres from the existing location in the city centre. (Fittingly, the new campus would
open during SMB’s Centenary, in 1970).
SMB renamed its three major divisions to reflect its core business: Ballarat School of Industries (BSI),
Ballarat Technical School, and Ballarat Institute of Advanced Education. From here, we see two separatebut-complementary branches emerge, and in 1976 the SMB made pivotal acquisitions and mergers
regarding both that would pave the path to the present day. The BSI became The School of Mines and
Industries, Ballarat – Victoria’s newest TAFE institute, and would sign a memorandum of understanding
with the Ararat Technical School.
Meanwhile, the Ballarat Institute of Advanced Education merged with the State College of Victoria
Ballarat (formerly Ballarat Teachers’ College) to become the Ballarat College of Advanced Education (BCAE).
In 1987, nurse training was transferred to the higher education sector, and the BCAE incorporated these
programs into its operations. The BCAE briefly became the Ballarat University College (1990-1993), and
was once again affiliated with the University of Melbourne.
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The development of the Federation University Technology Parks, originally established in 1995 as a
single site adjacent to the Mt Helen campus, represents another success story. In the 2000s, the Park had
become colloquially known as Australia’s own ‘silicon gully’ on account of the founding tenant IBM and the
multiple technology companies and research centres that also took up residence. By 2009, the University
was producing approximately eight hundred information and communications technology graduates annually,
with eighty per cent of them choosing to work in the region. Today, across three sites – Mt Helen, Ballarat,
and Gippsland – the Federation University Technology Parks host sixty-four businesses and agencies that
collectively employ more than 2,100 equivalent full-time positions, and contribute more than $300 million
each year in economic activity.
This entrepreneurial spirit also informs the University’s teaching. In 2011, the University of Ballarat
MBA programs were awarded a contract to deliver professional development training to employees
of Dell Computers in Kuala Lumpur. This followed similar partnerships with leading global companies
McDonald’s, and Ericsson. Appropriately, another program booming in 2011 was one that spoke to
the very foundation of the SMB – mining engineering. The University saw a fifty per cent jump in the
postgraduate mining degree intake, and developed a new $40 million mining and engineering centre
to accommodate growing student demand and research capabilities.
In 2012, nearing two decades of operation, the University of Ballarat Council determined that another
significant transformation was required. The Council sought to better achieve the University’s charter as
a truly regional, multi-sector institution to deliver improved access, a broader range of tertiary education
opportunities to communities across Victoria, and community-focused research outcomes. To realise this
vision, the Council made the decision to acquire Monash University’s Gippsland campus, fashioning a new
institution that would carry a new name. The Council consulted closely with communities in its existing
catchment, and in Gippsland. The merger received bipartisan support within the Parliament of Victoria,
as well as from the Federal Minister, and various regulatory bodies. This work culminated in October 2013
with the passage of the Federation University Australia Act, and the official launch of the new University
by The Hon. Peter Hall, MLC, Victorian Minister for Higher Education and Skills.
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Ballarat College of Advanced Education
Science Building, Mt Helen Campus, c.1974
Gnarrwirring Karrung, S building, Mt Helen Campus, 2019
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Ballarat School of Mines Emergency Shelters, 1942
Graeme Drendel, Unidentified, 2020
From the exhibition ‘Graeme Drendel: The Messengers’
School of Arts, Post Office Gallery, Ballarat, 2020
A week after the exhibition opened in March 2020, the
COVID-19 pandemic struck the city forcing Federation
University to close its doors to students, staff and visitors.
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Proudly, the Ballarat Technical Art School would
lay the foundation for what is now the longest
continually operating tertiary art school in Australia.

leni (Wotjobaluk), The Heart’s Path, acrylic on canvas, 2019
Drawing from the Antique at the Ballarat Technical Art School, 1920
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A large painting showing aspects of a printery, c.1983
Rodney Forbes (Maker), Linda Karklins (Maker)
Printery, Gippsland Campus, 2019
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Neville French
Helmet Vessel, porcelain with limestone glaze, c.2004
Ceramics, Ballarat Technical Art School, c.1940
Ceramics teacher Neville Bunning stands in the background
watching a student throw on the wheel.
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Tenyrarts, 2011
Scene from ‘Peg O’ My Heart’, Play by students, 1929
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Helen MacPherson Theatre, 2019
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‘Our organisation is complete.
Our instructors are specialists.
Our equipment is the best.’
SMB ADVERTISEMENT 1916

SMB Electricity Laboratory, c.1900
Vehicle Mechanical Technology
TAFE, Ballarat, 2019
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Federation TAFE, 2019
Ballarat School of Mines Metal
Fabrication teacher, Rocky Hazlett
with work sKills students, c.1980’s
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Federation TAFE courses offer an opportunity
to work closely with industry, learning specialised
skills from our expert teachers.
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Certified teachers recently trained
to teach woodwork Sloyd, 1901
Furniture Making, Federation TAFE, 2019
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Education and Early Childhood,
Mt Helen Campus, 2019
School of Education head, Barry Fitzgerald
and dedicated educator, Mary Egan, 1980
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Ballarat Teachers’ College Lap of the Lake, 1962
Olympian Tony Benson and Ballarat Teachers’ College students.
Matt Hardiman – graduate Bachelor of Exercise and Sport
Science. In 2019 Matt was appointed Head of Strength
and Conditioning at Shanxi Basketball Club in the Chinese
Basketball Association.
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With sport education that is globally recognised, and Federation University
proud to have seen numerous graduates go on to compete at the Olympics, in
2019 the University was chosen from universities around the globe as the World
Academy of Sports’ partner to deliver its first distance undergraduate degree.
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Sport has played a large part in the university experience for many
students over the last 150 years. This value carries over to learning and
development priorities – in 2019, Federation University celebrated the
opening of a new $16.5 million Health and Sports Precinct.
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Federation University Football teams, 2020
School of Mines Football team, 1907
Ballarat Teachers’ College Football team with coach Peter Fryar, 1963
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Sport brings the university community together,
and plays an important part in Federation University’s
contribution to the wider community.

Tricycle push, SMB Centenary year, 1970
Federation University Road National Championships, 2020
The University demonstrates its reputation in Exercise Science
discipline, sponsoring and hosting one of the premier events
on the cycling calendar.
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A case study that encapsulates how Federation
University Australia combined SMB’s pedigree of
technical training with modern research and close
engagement with industry is its acclaimed brewing
program, which commenced in 1968.

Peter Aldred, Brewer, Malting and Brewing,
Mt Helen Campus, 2019
Graduate Diploma Class by Pilot Brewing Plant, 1974
Front row, far right Dr Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw
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Yallourn Technical School, Victoria October 27, 1937
The amphitheatre, Gippsland Campus, 2019
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A NEW ERA

F

rom 1 January 2014, Federation University Australia was open for business. Several months prior,
animated discussions in Victorian Parliament regarding the amendments to the Ballarat University Act
consumed four hours of debate. The member for Morwell, Russell Northe, discussed a range of alternative
names that had been considered: Barton University, Robert Menzies University, Doug Nicholls University,
and the University of Regional Victoria, among others. It was resolved that Federation University Australia,
immediately shortened to the more colloquial ‘Fed Uni’, would be the proud name of the nation’s newest
newest university.
university
– a distinctive moniker that would proudly represent the institution in an increasingly global market.
Federation University Australia’s logo features a rendering of the Eureka flag, itself a reference to the
Southern Cross under which the University’s communities are united. The institution’s motto, ‘Dare to be
different’, captures the spirit of innovation that has always driven its students, staff, and alumni to achieve.
Professor David Battersby, who had led the University of Ballarat since 2006, became Federation University
Australia’s inaugural Vice-Chancellor.
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The strength of domestic partnerships and policies has been paramount. As Chair of the Regional
Universities Network (RUN), Professor Bartlett has been a leading advocate for these institutions, making
a submission to the Australian Council of Learned Academies for the government-commissioned report
on regional research. The RUN proposal asked for a fixed proportion of public research funding to be
allocated to regional universities, due to their proximity and unique connection to the communities they
serve. In addition, RUN research from 2018 demonstrated the immense financial investment their partner
universities pour into regional communities – more than $2 billion every year.
Although the formal partnerships between Federation University Australia and its key partners in Asia
are relatively recent, their roots stretch back decades. SMB’s first Asian students arrived in 1958, while
the history books show a photograph of an official visit to SMB facilities by the Chinese Commissioner,
Hwang How Cheng, in 1906. A new plan to internationalise the University’s research and innovation was
launched in 2019. It focuses on three areas of strength and priority: health and wellbeing, society and the
environment, and virtual, digital, and computational environments. The plan is accompanied by significant
investment to support the cross-disciplinary teams underpinning this important work. Also in 2019, the
University published its fourth Reconciliation Action Plan. The University considers that closing the significant
life expectancy gap between Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, and non- Indigenous Australians
is fundamental, and that education is central to achieving this goal.
While 2020 was expected to be a significant year for Federation University Australia, on account of
its one hundred and fifty-year anniversary, another major event was unexpected. Since the end of March,
the majority of coursework programs have been delivered online, or via mixed mode, on account of
coronavirus (COVID-19). While the majority of staff have worked remotely during this time, those providing
essential services have remained on campus. Professor Bartlett’s tenure ended in July 2020, following her
appointment to the role of Vice-Chancellor at fellow RUN member the University of the Sunshine Coast.
Professor Duncan Bentley, formerly the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic) at Swinburne University,
assumed office in late August 2020, becoming the institution’s fifth Vice-Chancellor.
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Visit of the Chinese Commissioner to the Ballarat School of Mines,
23 November 1906
University delegation led by Chancellor Dr Paul Hemmings AO
(5th from right) visits Shenzhen Polytechnic University
to strengthen international partnerships, 2 November 2015
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Wadawurrung Welcome to Country Ceremony
for Vice-Chancellor Professor Helen Bartlett, performed
by Uncle Bryon Powell and Uncle Peter Lovett
Mt Helen Campus, 2017
Gunai Kurnai Smoking Ceremony, performed by Ronald Edwards
Graduation, Gippsland Campus, 2017
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Gippsland Campus, 2020
The Koorie mural “Reconciliation through Education”
was designed by Marlene Drysdale and Lynne Holten,
and was created by a large group of artists including
Aboriginal students from the Morwell KODE school,
campus staff and students at the CAIS Centre, and elders
and community members from the region.
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Federation TAFE, Ballarat, 2020
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Health and Sport Precinct, Mt Helen Campus, 2020
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Federation Technology Parks, Flecknoe Building, Ballarat, 2020
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Professor David James, by Michael Henwood
Professor Kerry O’Cox, by Peter Churcher
Professor David Battersby, by Ron Penrose
Professor Helen Bartlett, by Graeme Drendel
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ou don’t have to look beyond your kitchen table to find evidence of Federation University Australia
ingenuity. SMB graduate Cyril Callister created one of Australia’s most iconic and well-loved products,
Vegemite, having experimented with a mix of brewer’s yeast, onion, celery, and salts. The nation’s leading
food technologist between the two World Wars, Callister completed further study at the University of
Melbourne, earning a doctorate largely based on his Vegemite research. He was also an influential member
of the Royal Australian Chemical Institute, helping it to gain its Royal Charter in 1931.
Another SMB luminary whose work still touches our lives daily is Henry Sutton. Arguably the nation’s
greatest inventor, Sutton was born in Ballarat in 1856. He taught electricity and applied magnetism at SMB
from 1883. In his spare time, Sutton was an inventor with an insatiable desire to discover and develop new
technologies. Unlike many of his fellow inventors, however, Sutton was also eager to share their benefits
with the world, making a point of not pursuing patents.
Sutton’s contemporaries included the great Alexander Graham Bell, the creator of the telephone.
Bell visited Sutton in Ballarat not long before unveiling his invention that would change the world.
But remarkably, Sutton had been working on his own version of the device at the same time. Sutton built
Australia’s first automobile and the nation’s first aeroplane. He also invented his own variation of the carbon
filament lamp just ten days after Thomas Edison released the original. A true Renaissance man, Sutton ran
a successful chain of music stores with his brothers (that had been founded by their father), and was
responsible for moving the motion that found the Automobile Club of Victoria (the RACV), at a meeting
on 9 December 1903.
More recently, in 2003, University of Ballarat research went viral after receiving an ‘Ig Nobel’.
These prizes recognise scientific endeavour that is both bizarre and imaginative. John Culvenor and his
colleagues received worldwide attention for their work looking at the best ways to drag sheep across different
surfaces. The New York Times, The Chronicle of Higher Education, the BBC and others shared the study’s
finding that a wooden floor with a one-in-ten downhill slope was best for the task. Light-hearted the Ig Nobels
may be, but their conferral reflects scientific work that ‘first makes people laugh, then makes them think’.
Wool is no laughing matter in Australia, of course, with exports estimated to be worth $3.6 billion a year
on latest figures (2016-17). The novel sheep-related research that had made headlines around the world
was in fact aimed at cutting workplace injury among shearers, which at six times the national average,
poses significant occupational challenges. An earlier joint study between the University of Ballarat and the
University of South Australia confirmed just how taxing shearing for a living is. Shearers expend an astonishing
5500 kilocalories every day – not surprising when the average sheep weighs about 65 kilograms, and a gun
shearer may handle two hundred head per shift. The research was funded by the National Occupational
Health and Safety Commission, and proposed ergonomic improvements to be made to shearing sheds,
to reduce the incidence of costly back injuries. Another workplace where injuries have major repercussions
is the AFL. In 2007, a $1 million University of Ballarat research project, funded by the National Health and
Medical Research Council, focused on how knee and lower limb injuries among players could be prevented.

Henry Sutton
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High-flying research at Federation University Australia knows no bounds. In 2005, a multimillion-dollar
collaboration led by University of Ballarat mathematicians sought to find the ideal body composition for
future Australian military pilots. The extreme physics experienced when a pilot ‘ejects’ from their aircraft
in an emergency means that certain physical dimensions are favoured over others, for each type of military
aircraft. The team scanned two thousand men and women aged 18-30 across every electorate in Australia
to produce 3-D ‘mannequin’ digital models to inform future pilot recruitment.
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True to its mission to produce community-focused research, the University currently focuses on five
broad programs that positively transform lives. These are: information forensics and security; transformative
and preventative health; history and heritage; adult and vocational education; and dynamic landscapes.
Transformative health projects include work to improve the mental health and wellbeing of Australians,
particularly those living in regional and rural areas. An online platform, My Digital Health, has been created
to provide a range of resources and interventions which can be self-selected by a patient, or ‘prescribed’
by a medical practitioner.
The Happy Life Club™, co-created by Federation University Australia Professor Colette Browning, is
another life-changing initiative. An overwhelming majority of global deaths are a result of chronic illness,
with the figure in Australia an astonishing ninety per cent. Chronic health conditions include cardio-vascular
disease, cancer, and type 2 diabetes. The program has been very successful in supporting clinicians to coach
their patients to better manage their chronic illness, and new technologies, including mobile and wearable
devices, are the focus of current research into its enhanced delivery.
In addition to research, the University’s connections with the community have been forged and
strengthened through the arts. In 2000, a large memorial was commissioned to honour Australian Prisoners
of War and placed in the Ballarat Botanical Gardens. Measuring 1.6 metres high and 130 metres long, it
was designed by acclaimed artist and the former head of the sculpture department, the late Peter Blizzard.
Blizzard explained in his artist’s notes that the monumental scale of the work reflects the long and arduous
journey taken by POWs. Blizzard used paving stones, shaped like railway sleepers, in recognition of the place
of railway journeys in the history of Australian POWs. The name of every known Australian prisoner of war
is etched into a black granite wall running parallel to the pathway. A row of stone obelisks stand watch in
a shallow pool of water – each of these bearing the names of the countries where Australians have been
imprisoned. A large stone at the pathway’s end carries the immortal inscription: ‘Lest we Forget’. Water runs
and pools throughout the memorial, symbolising sacrifice, suffering, healing, cleansing, and rebirth.
In 2002, Victorian Premier Steve Bracks (himself an alumnus of the University) officially opened the
$30 million redevelopment of Ballarat’s Camp Street Arts Precinct. The development included a new
144-seat theatre, which was apt, given the BCAE was the first tertiary institution in Australia to offer a Bachelor
of Performing Arts, in 1988. University alumni have lit up the world’s stages (and screens) as performers,
directors, writers, and producers. Respected filmmaker Roger Donaldson has worked with the best in the
business, including Sir Anthony Hopkins, and Tom Cruise. Donaldson’s movies include Cocktail, Species,
and The World’s Fastest Indian. In early 2020, two Federation University theatre graduates produced a oneof-a-kind cabaret at Fringe World, in Perth, explaining their experiences living with Asperger syndrome.
Pioneers have been attracted to Federation University Australia since its earliest days. Bella Guerin,
Australia’s first female university graduate, taught at SMB from 1887-1891 during the initial partnership with
the University of Melbourne. Guerin had earned her MA at the latter institution and taught SMB classes in
matriculation, arts, and civil service. One of the Mt Helen halls of residence was named after her in 1993.

Australian Ex-Prisoners of War Memorial, Ballarat
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Richard (Dick) Walter Richards joined SMB’s Junior Technical School as a teacher in 1914.
He became interested in Antarctic exploration and in 1915 sailed from Australia on the Aurora as
a physicist with the famous Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition, led by the legendary Sir Ernest Shackleton.
When their ship was carried away by a storm, Richards and nine others were marooned for nearly two years.
Richards’ heroic actions to save his companions were recognised with the Albert Medal, and the Polar Medal.
On his return to SMB in 1917, Richards became a lecturer in mathematics and physics and would later be
appointed principal, serving from 1946-1958.
SMB colleagues and alumni were also drawn to Antarctic exploration, among them Charles Archibald
(Arch) Hoadley, after whom Cape Hoadley (located in the western valley occupied by Scott Glacier) is named.
Dr Phillip Law, who studied at the Ballarat Teachers’ College, led many Antarctic expeditions, and in 1954
founded the Mawson, Davis, and Casey bases. Dr Law later played an instrumental role in the purchase
of the site of the Mt Helen campus, as the Executive Vice-President of the Victoria Institute of Colleges.
The late Carolyn Blackman led the way for the study of Chinese culture and language in Australia.
Blackman founded the department of Asian studies at the University of Ballarat, wrote multiple Mandarin
textbooks, and was the long-serving chairwoman of the VCE Chinese examination committee. She also
became the first non-Chinese Australian woman to be employed as a broadcaster by ABC’s Radio Australia,
and was seconded to the Chinese service of Radio Singapore. She travelled extensively in China, and
was a member of one of the first educational missions following the Cultural Revolution.
In 1974, trailblazer Dr Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw followed her father into the profession of brewing.
She was the sole woman in her BCAE cohort. She graduated at the top of her class, and quickly pivoted
to enter the emerging biotechnology sector, where her knowledge of brewing techniques inspired her
to co-invent a unique cauldron based on fermentation principles. Dr Mazumdar-Shaw established Biocon
India Ltd, India’s only publicly listed biopharmaceutical company. It is committed to reducing therapy costs
of chronic diseases including diabetes and cancer. The University of Ballarat acknowledged her innovation
and leadership with the conferral of an honorary doctorate in 2004. Mazumdar Drive is adjacent to the
Y Building at Mt Helen, where the brewing program is currently housed.
Marathon man Steve Moneghetti AM is one of the University’s most well-known alumni. He competed in
the marathon at four Olympic Games: 1988, 1992, 1996, and 2000, narrowly missing out on a medal in Seoul,
placing fifth. He has a complete set of medals (gold, silver, and bronze) from the Commonwealth Games, and
was third at the 1997 world championships. Moneghetti was the Mayor of the Games Village at the Melbourne
Commonwealth Games in 2006. He was appointed the Australian team’s Chef de Mission for the 2018 Gold
Coast Commonwealth Games, having previously served in the role at the 2010 Commonwealth Games in
Delhi. For the record, Moneghetti is not a graduate of the University’s well-respected exercise and sports
science programs, but civil engineering, and education. He was awarded an honorary doctorate from the
University of Ballarat in 2001, and became a Member of the Order of Australia in 2014. Moneghetti chaired the
Victorian Review into Physical and Sport Education in Schools.

Carolyn Blackman
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